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Jennifer went through her introduction. 

 

Introductions 

 

Yvonne Wilcox 

Questions 

Wanda: is there a map for Asotin County broadband availability and speed. 

Answer:  yes, on website 

Wanda:  where is the discussion of open access network with incumbents 

Answer:  depends where incumbent is at and their goals 

Wanda:  BAT implies beginning, we are 8 years into process 

Answer:  this is the first meeting of this particular group 

Wanda:  wants to educate group on open access. Don’t have multiple conduits in same right of way.  

Have one conduit with tons of fiber ad different  

Yvonne: we have to look at  

Chip:  open access and collaboration is more difficult.  BAT will give us more resources to get to fiber 

highway 

Brian:  wants to get sense of teamwork and coverage map and what kind of service do we want to 

provide.  Hotspots in Anatone?  Snake River coverage? 

Yvonne:  hotspots are temporary solution.  Feedback form helps determine where effort is put.   

Gail:  Upgraded Cloverland.  Has projects on Snake River. 

Brian:  

Wanda:  Port has all of its routes on website.  

Brian: please elaborate on 1.6 million for Asotin County 

Yvonne:     represents awards to winning applicants.  They need to be at table. Shovel ready—make plan, 

then suitable to put in app. 

 

Who Isn’t at Table Who Should Be? 

Jennifer lost internet so can’t get to power point.  Will post Google doc that asks for suggestions in 

various categories to fill in gaps. 



Can Mary Dye contact Cathy McMorris Rogers?   

Mary:  will do that 

 

Would like everybody to take assessment to see where their organization is. 

Yvonne: fill out assessments, next session be ready to talk about about projects in process or ready so 

office can map them. 

 

How often to meet? 

Wanda: after Christmas for next one, then regularly, strategy-talk about one geographical area each 

time 

Jennifer: every two weeks? 

Yvonne: start  

Chip: monthly, then more often as deadlines approach 

Jennifer: every two week? 

Wanda: if you organize it 

Jennifer: January 13 at 2pm? 

People will put in calendars 

Chip: is there a roster of team with contact info on it?   

Jennifer: if no objections, Jennifer will send it out 

No objectsion 

 

Action steps:  go through assessment, go to google doc and see who is missing and invite them, if 

possible 

Jennifer: should we do blitz on speed test? 

Yvonne: yes, Department of Commerce will share on social media. 

Jennifer: will work with Wanda to get speed test blitz 

Yvonne: takes snapshot weekly, can share 

Chip: are there ways to see how speed is at different at different times 

Yvonne: yes, they measure different times, 

Chip: are there bullet points to use for blitz promotion 

Yvonne: yes 

Mary: include ping time to find out who has satellite 

Dale: include Asotin County Health 

Jennifer: any more action items? 

One of the school folks: Should we get student connectivity? 

Yvonne: privacy is problem, working with OSPI, spread word to students and families to take speed test.  

More applications are starting to ask about students. 

Wanda: ready to get kids connected now 

Chip:  encourage Dale to contact providers to see if providers have temporary solutions 

 



Adjourned: 3:00 

Wanda and others: thank you Jennifer 

 

 

 

 

 


